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Dreaming of snow slopes? Then this game is for you! Snowboard and try various tracks! You will like race against the clock
mode. It will give you a chance to prove that you are faster than the wind, that no obstacle will stop you.

Features:

Race against the clock mode;

Great atmosphere due to the first-person mode;

A variety of skins for your board.
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This is a great game! The puzzles are great, and the platforming is fun and engaging. Play this game!. This game is abandoned
by the dev and isn't in a good stage of development.
Was a good idea though.. Indie Breakdown with horror flair, not a roguelite but death is punishing and evokes a similar feeling
of tension. Story is non-existant and leveling is confusing, otherwise very enjoyable.. This is a fun song pack to play and a good
intro to reggae rythms. I particularly recommend it for both aspiring and veteran bassists.. I think this game is a clever design,
and it is really addicting. Fun? mmmm....
It depends on what you like. Sometimes I can sit and play a simple game like this for
a long time, but sometimes it just bores me.
I would recommend it, but I bought it on sale for ten bucks.
Some people say it's too easy, I think it leans on the hard side. That is why games should
have a difficulty setting. So everyone is happy.
. I liked my VR hands. The sound\/music is very good, loved it!
The entire concept is a little too surreal and eclectic for my taste, too much Dali for me :)
But it's cheap and I love people experimenting with VR so that's why I support these weird titles and even recommend this..
When I played Sniper Elite V2's Hitler Assassination mission, I hated it. What seemed like the easiest thing turned into a
nightmare as Hitler would not die even if I shot the center of him while he was running. Instead, I found out you had to shoot
ahead of him in order for the bullet to hit.

Going into this mission, I thought I would not like it since V2's Hitler Mission was short and hideously difficult. Thankfully,
Rebellion seemed to iron out what was wrong with the last DLC and make this DLC much better.

The map is pretty nice and lengthy for one thing with lots of stealth opportunities to happen. The mission is never boring and
never too frustrating. And Hitler sits still for this mission! YAY!

All in all it's a good DLC, probably my favorite out of all the ones they released for SE3.. Fun game,
Trash bugs that makes me want to kill someone though. It's cool they implemted more into the game such as these monuments.
But I was disapointed to see that they are practically useless, they do not\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665anything to the
economy or the empires at all. It's all aesthetics, these monuments should have special abilities or stats that add to taxes,
production, etc. If not for the empire in genreal at least for the provence alone it's situated. Thank you
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I really liked the vibe and setting of this game and it was my favourite for quite some time! I loved the different characters and
the twists and turns they took.. Finally it came, and i came once played this game ;3. Crashes for me regularly saying that I don't
have permission to save the file on Windows. Compounded by the fact that I cannot easily skip long intros makes this less than
ideal.

See: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/298050\/discussions\/1\/350540974010919091\/
And: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/298050\/discussions\/0\/154642901282505305\/
And: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/298050\/discussions\/0\/412449431007001798\/
And: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/298050\/discussions\/1\/412448792362394842\/. This game is unpolished, buggy and
terrible. "Deep tactical turn based combat": Nope, it's as shallow as it could be. If you do decide to try this game after noticing
all the negative reviews, get ready to handle a clunky UI with unresponsive controls. 0\/10, don't get close to this game even if
it's on sale.. Hi
First i must say, that i was really sad to hear that the Developer of the First Game run out of Money and quit the Servies for the
last Game and so i think that never anything new will see the Light of Day. But now its there. A Brandnew Part and i love it
soooo much. Honesty its a other Typ of Game. The First was Puzzle the second is a Hack`n Slash. Its a small Game, but its full
of Passion and Love of the Developer. So much Things to see and to collect.
I am very happy, this Game is now out.
And i am proud to support this Project with my Money. Thank you ^^. Rough indie game but fun.. A lovely and stylish stealth
game, you can't go wrong with this. Lovely graphics and music, very fun gameplay.

Xtreme League will be available soon!:
Do you love mountain and the snowboard? In short time you receive an opportunity to never part with them! In Xtreme League
you can race against the clock mode and enjoy a variety of skins for your board!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist!
Winter Sports Team.. Xtreme League is available now!:
Incredible tracks and tasks are waiting. Can you become the fastest sportsman? Of course, you just need a little practice! Start
now and become the coolest snowboarder on the slope.
Fans of extreme sport, mountain and snowy weather appreciate our app.
We look forward to your feedback!
If you notice any errors in the game, please contact us.
Winter Sports Team.
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